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                           …They are not drawings 
                           they figure nothing,
                           disfigure nothing,
                           are not there
                           to construct
                           build
                           institute
                           a world
                           even an abstract one.
                          They are notes,
                           words,
                           pier glasses,
                           because they are ardent,
                           corrosive,
                           incisive
                           thrown forth
                           by who knows what
                           submaxillar
                           subspatular
                           whirlwind
                           of vitriol,
                           they are there as if
                           nailed down and
                           doomed never before
                           to move….
              Antonin Artaud     '50 ways to assassinate magic'



Bad Vibes (unfriendly ones)
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New Friends + Old Demons
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